M.V. “Osprey” Specifications Sheet

Capt. Toby Stephenson
100 ton Master
STCW rated
tstephenson@coa.edu
207-801-5693 (w)
207-460-8183 (c)

Wesmac 46’
Official # 1234799
Caterpillar C-15, 800 hp

- Offshore range to 200 miles
- 36-passenger capacity w/2 crew
- 650 gal fuel capacity
- 18 kts cruising, 26 kts max
- 18’ X 12’ work deck
- 2 ton HIAB boom crane
- 14” hydraulic hauler/winches
- Low speed trolling valve
- Open transom
- Furuno Navnet suite w/DFF3 sounder
- GPS accuracy to 3m
- Network capable (NMEA data - position, speed, depth)
- Victron Multiplus Inverter (120 A/C) clean sine wave
- Passive acoustic listening capable (need notice)
- Full safety and offshore communications
- 40 person life-raft capacity
- Interior seating for 20+ people
- Heated cabin
- Comfortable flush toilet and running water